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Our children leave Mile Oak thinking big with no limit on their potential. The school 

family works together to inspire and support every child. They learn and achieve 

through inspirational teaching in a lively, ambitious environment. Every child is 

nurtured to gain the creativity, responsibility and full breadth of skills required to 

take an active and fulfilling role in society. 

Mile Oak Primary School: 

Spelling Policy 

 
Date October 2023  

Review Date October 2024 
 

This policy should be read in conjunction with the following policies:  

 Teaching and Learning 

 Writing Policy. 
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Spelling at Mile Oak School:  

Good Spellers: 

 Use a variety of strategies to learn to spell words  

 Recognise misspelt words and corrects 

 Are able to use a dictionary or spell checker  

 Links spellings to reading  

 Are able to use and apply spelling rules in new words  

 Know exceptions to rules 

 Have an understanding of morphology and etymology 

 

‘To develop and sustain children’s ability to spell they need direct 
systemic instruction.’ EEF 

‘Spelling as a key transcription skill must be explicitly taught.’ EEF 
 

What we teach:  

• Strategies for learning common exception words/statutory words. 

• Spellings patterns, spelling rules, word families.  

• Homophones.  

• Morphology- root words and suffixes and prefixes.  

• Etymological- where do words originate from and their meaning.  

 

 

In Reception and Year 1, phonics is taught daily. The Letters and Sounds programme is followed and lessons 

are planned from this. Cued articulation is used to support with the production of sound. The children will 

be exposed to these phonemes in both cursive and non-cursive font. Spelling lists will be sent home and 

children will be taught strategies to learn their spellings. During the writing process, children are taught to 

use their phonic knowledge to blend to spell. Each class has a word wall with the common exception words 

for that year group. These are actively used in lessons in relation to all writing activities to ensure spellings 

are correct. Children are taught a variety if strategies to learn the common expectation words (Tricky words).  

 

No Nonsense: 

This is the spelling scheme used in Years 2 to 6 (resources saved in green/planning/No Nonsense) each year 

group will follow the no nonsense frame work of progression See appendix one. In Year 2, children will begin 

No Nonsense once they have completed the phonics programme these will be daily sessions. Slides for 

spelling lessons saved in year groups planning folder. These plans should be personalised and related to the 

writing unit where possible. Children are taught the strategies children use to learn their spellings see 

appendix two. 

 

Common Exception/Statutory words: 

 Introduced half-termly words and display them on the learning journey (introduce two a week) refer 

to them regularly. 

 Move relevant words from the word wall onto the English working wall for children to use in their 

unit of writing.  

 It is important that they know the meaning and can use them in context. SEND children must also 

be able to read and use these words. 

 As a class invent ways of remembering them using the different strategies. 
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 In their writing, highlight the statutory words in pink and reward them for using these words in their 

writing- share good use under the visualiser for the class to see. 

 

Spelling and the writing process: 

 Vocabulary will be collected and rehearsed with a word mat created. 

 The children identify misspelt word in their writing and underline in green the word they are unsure of.  

 They will check spellings using a dictionary/spell checker or word bank at the editing stage. It is 

important that they continue to use challenging vocabulary in their writing and not to only use words 

they can spell.  

 Misspelt words in their writing are practised and learnt.  

 When marking teachers will identify common errors and put these spellings on post-it’s on IWB and 

create starters so that children learn to spell these commonly misspelt words.  

 

Homework: 

Weekly spellings task. Children must be able to read words they are asked to spell. Children should write 

spellings into sentences to ensure they can use them correctly. Using the strategy sheet, children should 

come up with up with memorable ways to remember words. They need to review which strategy works best 

for them. They can practise spellings using handwriting sheets, words search, how many words can you find 

ending with e.g. ____cious? Etc. 

 

Parent Consultations: 

 Give each parent the spelling progression document for the year. 

 Give the strategies for learning spellings. 

 

 

Learning Environment (Years 1-6): 

Each classroom has a word wall.  

 KS1 : the word wall is the common exception word for that year group. 

Year 3 &4 word wall:  are the statutory words for 3&4. These words have been divided into year three words 

which are light blue and year four words which are dark blue.   

Year 5 &6 word wall: are the 5&6 statutory words.  These words have been divided into termly year five 

which are yellow and termly year six words which are green. See spelling progression appendix one. The 

word walls are actively used in conjunction with our writing unit as well as broken into a half termly words 

to learn to spell.  

Mnemonics poster to learn some commonly misspelt words.   
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Appendix One:  Spelling progression. 

Reception Common exception words:  

 
Year 1 common exception words: 

 
Year 2 common exception words:  
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Keystage 2 Spelling Progression. 
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Appendix 2: Strategies to learn spellings.  

Look,   say,   cover,  write, check 

 
Look: read the word. 

Say: say the word to yourself. 

Cover: cover the word. 

Write: write the word as you remember it. 

Check: Have you got it right? If not, try again. 

Trace, copy and write Write the word out on a sheet of paper. Make sure 

that it is spelt correctly and it is big enough to trace 

over. Trace over the word and say it at the same 

time. Move next to the word you have just written 

and write it out.  

Segmenting  

 

Break the word down into phonemes with sound buttons.  

Quickwrite  Write out your spellings as quickly as you can. You could 

turn this into a game! Who can write their spellings the 

quickest and get the most right? 

Drawing around the word shape Write out the word and draw boxes around each letter. 

Draw out just the boxes and cover up the word. Now try 

to write the word in the boxes.  

Drawing a picture around the word Draw a picture of what the word means around it. 

 

Hiding the vowels 

 

This strategy is helpful where the vowels are the tricky 

bits in the words. Write the word without the vowels and 

choose the correct grapheme to put in the space.  

Pyramid words  

Rainbow writing b e a u t i f u l 

Silly sentences  Make up the silliest sentence you can with your spellings. 

Try and get more than one word in there as a challenge! 

Saying ‘silent’ letters  Read the words but say the letters that a normally 

silent, like knight. You would read this saying the ‘k’!  

Syllable clapping  Read the words, clapping out the syllables as you read 

them. 
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Appendix three: Mnemonics used at Mile Oak.   
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